Connect your data with Dun & Bradstreet data and insights and integrate it instantly into leading platforms.

Your fastest path to a comprehensive, single view of your customers! With D&B Connect Integrations you can seamlessly connect your business data with Dun & Bradstreet data and insights, then integrate it instantly into your CRM, MAP, ERP, and MDM platforms using pre-built integrations.

- Out-of-the-box pre-built data integrations. Our partnership with Workato includes integration into 450+ popular applications!
- Connect your data to the power of the Dun & Bradstreet Data Cloud – insights on 420M+ businesses worldwide.
- Map and match your data and quickly integrate into leading CRM, MAP, ERP, and MDM systems such as HubSpot, Pardot, Snowflake and 450+ other platforms.
- Integrate enriched account and contact records directly in your systems – quickly and seamlessly.

NO CODING, QUICK INTEGRATION

If you’re spending your time building complex integrations or waiting for batch processes to be delivered, you’re missing out. **D&B Connect Integrations** connects your data with Dun & Bradstreet data and insights so you can integrate it instantly (and easily) into leading CRM, MAP, ERP, and MDM ecosystems. It’s your data, only better – cleaned, consolidated, and enriched, delivered to the systems and people who need it.

According to chiefmartec.com, 60% of go-to-market teams use more than 20 different tools at any given time. It’s becoming increasingly difficult to manage and maintain their data – different platforms ingesting data on any given customer at any given time. Still, businesses expect to have data usable and easily accessible for customer outreach and analysis.
ABOUT THE DUN & BRADSTREET DATA CLOUD

The Dun & Bradstreet Data Cloud offers the world’s largest set of business decisioning data and analytical insights, covering hundreds of millions of businesses and other commercial entities across the globe. We source data from tens of thousands of sources, tens of millions of websites, and crowd-validating initiatives, uniquely combining public data, proprietary sourced data, and business signal data. We continuously monitor our vast number of sources for changes that impact information in the Dun & Bradstreet Data Cloud, including dynamic changes to business relationships, and update the Data Cloud accordingly. With our data and insights, clients are able to take intelligent actions that drive a competitive edge, in turn helping their organizations to grow and thrive.